
HONEYBEES! 

Honeybees are insects. They have six legs and a pair of wings. They are social 

insects. They work in groups called colonies. 

There are three types of bees in a hive. There are worker bees. These are the 

female bees and they work in and outside of the hive.  They collect the nectar. 

The worker bees also make Royal Jelly. Drones are the male bees. There is a 

queen of the hive, called the Queen Bee, who lays over 2,000 eggs a day. She 

lays the eggs in hexagonal combs and the workers cover the combs over with 

wax to protect the eggs.     

There are hives in the wild that the worker bees make them-

selves. There are also man made hives that bee keepers keep 

their bees in. There are special trays in the man made hive for 

the worker bees to work on. The man made hive is made of 

wood! 

The honey bees feed on pollen from the flowers of beans, peas, black berries 

and dandelions. They also feed on heather and when they do they produce a 

darker shade of honey. They collect pollen for food and nectar to make honey. 

If a wasp flies into the bee hive the bees surround the wasp and flap their 

wings. When they flap their wing they create a great heat. That heat suffocates 

the wasp. To keep the hive warm, the worker bees flap their wings but also to 

keep it cool worker bees collect water and spread it around the hive!  When 

the bees flap their wings they make their buzzing sound. 

Bumble Bees and Honey Bees collect pollen. They keep it in a pollen basket on 

their back legs. When they travel flower to flower they are also spreading 

pollen to other plants and it helps those plants to grow. 

There are many specious of bees. The honey bees help our fruit and vegetables 

to grow. Next time a bee flies into your house think how important it is before 

killing it.   
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